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Some individuals who have 
multiple disabilities (typically 

including blindness and a  deficit that 
inhibits processing of Braille) use real 

and miniature objects for
communication.



Potential Shortcomings of Real and 
Miniature Objects

•Bulkiness - not easily moved from one communication setting to 
another. 

•Conspicuousness – may draw unwanted attention to the AAC 
communicator.  

•Idiosyncratic to clinician-client dyad (possibly extending to circle 
of close friends and family)- may limit communication 
partners. 

•Little generative potential for creating new meanings – a possible  
limitation of creative activities and creative thought 
processes.



• Idiosyncratic - Blissymbol  development is overseen by 
a single group. This may contribute to standardization 
and reduction of idiosyncratic development

• Little generative potential -Blissymbolics is a generative
system that allows the creation of new meanings. 

Aspects of Blissymbolics that address the 
last two shortcomings from list on previous 
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When rendered as raised-line  images on 
thermal expansion paper, Blissymbols

have the potential for reducing the 
shortcomings of bulkiness and 

conspicuousness.

Essentially, this is because renderings on thermal expansion 
paper can be stored in formats that are relatively small and 
easy to move from one setting to another such as book 
format.



What is thermal expansion paper?
•Product developed primarily for educating students who are 
blind

•Image is printed (preferably black) to a sheet of thermal 
expansion paper

The thermal expansion paper with printed image is run 
through a device that applies bright hot light. The heat is 
differentially absorbed by the black image. The heat causes 
embedded microcapsules of alcohol to burst, which makes the 
paper swell. Thereby creating a raised area of paper. 



PIAF Picture in a Flash 
Tactile Graphic Maker



Although raised-line Blissymbols
may reduce bulkiness and 

conspicuousness, to effectively 
serve as a tactile communication 
system, the basic communicative 

elements must be tactilely 
discriminable from each other.



Blissymbols have characteristics 
that are optimum for:

tactile processing and 
possibly tactile discriminability



Tactile processing functions optimally when the stimuli 
are minimalistic (i.e., there is a minimal irrelevant 
content, a possible source of misinterpretation). 

Blissymbolics is a graphic symbol system 
that uses stick-like symbols with minimal 
superfluous content. 

Characteristics that facilitate tactile 
processing



Comparative Minimalism

Unpublished data from Isaacson & Lloyd (2009). Operational definition of strokes taken from Fuller 
& Lloyd (1987). Strokes equate to simple geometric shapes.

Fuller, D. R. & Lloyd, L.L. (1987). A study of physical and semantic characteristics of a graphic symbol system as
predictors of perceived complexity. Augmentative and Alternative Communication, 3, 26-35. 



Just because they (Blissymbols) 
have characteristics that are 
optimum for tactile processing,  it 
does not mean that they will be 
tactilely discriminable from each 
other.



Testing the Tactile Discriminability of 
Blissymbols

First, a representative sample of basic 
Blissymbols was selected. This consisted of the 
70 Symbols called Symbol Elements that started 
on p. 101 of the book, Semantography.

Bliss, C. (1949). Semantography. Sydney, Australia: Semantography Publications.



Ensuring that the sample contained adequate 
numbers of punctuation symbols.

The list of 70 symbol elements starting on P. 101 already 
contained the period, comma, and question mark. 
Punctuation not included in this list  are the colon, semi-
colon, quotation, apostrophe, and exclamation. 

Because the apostrophe is essentially the same as a comma, 
it has a high probability of being confused with a comma and 
should exhibit performance during discrimination testing 
similar to that of a comma. Therefore, the apostrophe was 
not included in the tactile discrimination test. The colon, 
semi-colon, comma, and question mark were added to the 
70 elements resulting in a total of 74 symbols.



•Optimally, each simple Blissymbol should have been tested against 
every other simple Blissymbol for each participant. This, however, 
would have required thousands of comparisons for each 
participant. 

•Logistically, this was not a viable testing paradigm. Therefore, an 
incomplete block design was used (special thanks to the statistical 
consulting service at Purdue). 

•In this design, each participant was tested on a selected block of 
symbols. The block was incomplete in that it did not contain all 
symbols.  

Design



Discrimination Test Stimul

To keep the task from being too easy, Blissymbols were grouped based on 
conformational characteristic and target and foils were chosen from the 
same conformational group





1) Do simple Blissymbols have the potential, based on 
a dual standard consisting of 90% or greater correct 
discrimination in 80% or more of the simple 
Blissymbols tested, to serve as the foundation for 
tactile communication system. 

2) Can any tactile Blissymbols can be classified   as 
statistical outliers based on their discrimination 
performance?

Our Primary Research Questions



Answer to Question on Preponderance: Do simple 
Blissymbols have the potential, based on a dual standard consisting of 90% 
or greater correct discrimination in 80% or more of the simple Blissymbols
tested, to serve as the foundation for tactile communication system?

Yes
84% percent of the simple Blissymbols tested had  

discrimination scores of 90% correct or better. 
Also, the total number of tactile discrimination trials was 1548. Of this total, the 
overall percentage of correct tactile discrimination responses was 94%. 
This is a considerable number of discrimination trials with a very high 
percentage of correct responses and can be considered as corroborative to 
the above performance measures.  



Answer to Question: Can any tactile Blissymbols
can be classified as statistical outliers based on 
their discrimination performance?

Yes
There were four outliers.  



Elaboration of outlier identification

1) Discrimination data was binomial – either right or wrong
2) Therefore a logistical regression (a nominal level statistical 
procedure) was  used to determine if discrimination 
performance varied significantly across symbols. This was 
statistically significant.

3) Because the logistical regression was statistically 
significant, a least means squares test was done to identify 
specific outliers. Four outliers were found. 
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Target with % 
times chosen

Symbol foils with % of times chosen

Target % Foil % Foil % Foil % Foil %
56 22 17 0 0

t=0.59, P=.55
64 33 3 0 0

t=1.65, P=.10

:
67

;
33 0 0 0

t=1.44, P=.15

;
72

:
28 0 0 0

t=1.83, P=.07

Table R1 - The four target symbols that did not contribute significantly to the probability of a 
correct tactile discrimination are shown in the above table.  The t and P values from the Least 
Squares Means test are shown directly below each target. Also shown are foil choices and the 
percentage of times that the target and foils were chosen. 

Statistical Outliers



Target with % 
times chosen

Symbol foils with % of times chosen

Target % Foil % Foil % Foil % Foil %
72 17 11 0 0

78 22 0 0 0

83 17 0 0 0

83 11 6 0 0

83 11 6 0 0

89 11 0 0 0

89 11 0 0 0

89 11 0 0 0

Table showing 
questionable 
tactile symbols 



What evidence is  available to indicate that 
tactile Blissymbols can be used for  

communicative purposes?

There is very little, but that which is available is 
positive. The evidence is:

1) Garrett, S. (1986). A case study in tactile Blissymbols. Communicating 
Together, 4, 16.

2) Personal communication of Isaacson with Hansen cited in Isaacson, M.D., 
& Lloyd, L.L. (2015). A tactile communication system based on Blissymbolics: An 
efficacy study. Developmental Neurorehabilitation, 91, 47-51



Garrett, S. (1986). A case study in tactile 
Blissymbols. Communicating Together, 4, 16.

Case study on Mike. His “diagnosis? – microcephalic, 
spastic quadriplegic with no use of the right hand, 
epileptic, profoundly mentally retarded, blind, with a short 
attention span. 

Mike learned a total of 34 tactile Blissymbols. But the 
methods used for producing the tactile Blissymbols were 
probelematic.



Felt symbols glued on cards – Not an easy production 
method, time consuming, etc.

Embossed heavy gauge aluminum foil – Time consuming to 
produce, easiliy compressed by touch, etc.

Thermoform – Not real easy to produce, can compress easily, 
might loose confirmation due to heat.

Photoengraving – not easily produced, needed to be sent to a 
photoengraver.

Summary of tactile symbol production 
techniques used with Mike



Rhetorical Question: What have we 
learned from the study with Mike?  

Answer: Blissymbolics has potential 
for tactile communication, but we 
need a better production technique.



A better production technique

Thermal Expansion 
Paper 

(aka, swell paper)



According to Hanson, Julie Gamradt used tactile Blissymbols
made on thermal expansion paper in the early 1990s with a client 
who was deaf/blind and intellectually disabled*.

Raised-line Blissymbols were used to cue activities for the day. The 
association between the tactile Blissymbol was taught through 
pairing an item associated with the activity to the appropriate 
tactile Blissymbol. To illustrate, for the activity of going out to get a 
slice of pizza, the appropriate tactile Blissymbolics for going out to 
get a slice of pizza was affixed to an empty pizza box and the 
tactile Blissymbol-pizza box pair was presented every time the 
activity occurred. Initially, the client was systematically guided to 
feel the tactile Blissymbol and the associated object. 

*Client was in program called the Communication Development Program (CDP), sponsored 
by Dane County Health and Human Services Department in Wisconsin. 

Personal Communication



General Conclusion
1) Tactile discriminability data indicates that Blissymbols have 
the potential to be tactilely discriminated from each other, 
however, some Blissymbols may need to be modified to 
enhance their tactile discriminablity. This will require future 
research and development.

2)  Although clinical evidence regarding the use of tactile 
Blissymbols is positive, it is also limited. Additional clinical 
research would be valuable.



Conclusion - Potential Uses in 
Technology and Promoting Learning

1) Multisensory nature of tactile/visual keys on a 
communication device may allow user to determine without 
looking that the key chosen for depression is the intended 
key     

2) The multisensory nature of tactile/visual keys may have be 
facilitative to cognitive processes including learning, 
memory, etc.

3) Tactile input could be used to draw attention to specific 
aspects of stimulus. For example, nouns could be a solid 
tactile line. Verbs could be made from dashed lines. Etc.


